Introduction to Philosophy
PHL 100 (WI sections available)
- Satisfies UP I-A
How do you know you are not dreaming right now?
Do we have free will?
What is a good life?

Introduction to Philosophy
PHL 100 - SPECIAL THEME (view ‘info’)
- Satisfies UP I-A - WI sections available
What have philosophers thought about big questions we ask ourselves...
What should I love in life?
What kind of person should I be?
What should God mean to me? and more...

The Meaning of Life
PHL 102 (WI sections available)
- Satisfies UP I-A
Does human existence have value?
If so, why?
How is life best to be lived?
Does death make life meaningless... or meaningful?

Moral Problems
PHL 118 (WI sections available)
- Satisfies UP I-A
Search for answers to today’s big questions...
poverty • climate change
human cloning • sexism
and more

Moral Problems
PHL 118 - SPECIAL THEME (view ‘info’)
- Satisfies UP I-A - WI sections available
Explore moral questions for every human, with a focus on...
- the moral status of animals
- environmental ethics
- genetic engineering

Philosophical Perspectives on
Poverty and Economic Injustice
PHL 128
- Satisfies UP IV-A
What causes the gap between rich and poor?
How much inequality of wealth would there be in a just world?
What path takes us toward economic justice?

Introduction to Symbolic Logic
PHL 140
- Satisfies UP II-B
- Earn credit toward Certificate in Critical Reasoning
Become a better thinker!
- Understand the structure of reasoning
- Construct proofs and work out logical puzzles

Introduction to Logical Problem Solving
PHL 141QR
- Satisfies UP II-B
- Earn credit toward Certificate in Critical Reasoning
- Apply logical reasoning to real world problems
- Learn to spot logical fallacies
- Apply logic to games, technology, and more
Chances, Choices, and Everyday Reasoning
PHL 145QR  ✔ Satisfies UP II-B
✔ earn credit toward Certificate in Critical Reasoning
Learn how to think carefully about...
- cause and effect
- probabilities
- decision outcomes

Ethical Theories
PHL 218 (WI section available)
✔ Satisfies UP I-A
What kind of person should I be?
What’s the best way to tell right from wrong?
Where does morality come from?

Business Ethics
PHL 318
What is the proper balance of individual and corporate rights?
What are the ethics of marketing and advertising?

History of Philosophy: Modern Period
PHL 302
How did philosophers rethink the natural world?
Study philosophers such as Descartes, Cavendish, Bayle, Newton, Leibniz, and Du Châtelet

Philosophy of Mind
PHL 325  ✔ Satisfies UP I-A
What is the relationship between body and mind?
How are cognitive psychology, linguistics, computer studies, neurophysiology, and philosophy related?

Animal Ethics
PHL 328
Do non-human animals have... minds? language? rights?
Are there moral limits to how humans may use animals?
What about... bioengineering, wildlife, experimentation?

Medical Ethics
PHL 338
patient–doctor relationship?
informed consent?
reproductive technologies?
genetic modification?
end-of-life decisions?
stem cell research?

Advanced Symbolic Logic
PHL 340
Work on practical skills of deductive reasoning, and learn:
- Propositional logic
- First-order quantification theory
- Formal semantics, and more

Twentieth Century Philosophy
PHL 404 (WI section available)
What are the philosophical trends that shape the way we think today?